
Jaffa Studies Instructor – Jaffa Community College

JAFFA STUDIES INSTRUCTOR
Jaffa Community College

Supplemental Job Information Questionnaire

DIRECTIONS: This supplemental job information questionnaire is a required part of the 
application. It is designed to give you the opportunity to provide information about how you meet 
the minimum and desirable qualifications for the position. ANSWER ALL QUESTIONS, even if  
you repeat information provided elsewhere in the application packet. The information provided on 
this questionnaire will be used to determine which individuals will be invited for an interview and 
teaching demonstration. Therefore, please answer the questions thoughtfully and clearly.

MINIMUM QUALIFICATIONS
Please check the box that best describes how you meet the minimum qualifications.

 I possess a valid lifetime California Community College Instructor Credential 
authorizing full-time instruction in Jaffa Studies or

 I possess a master's degree in Jaffa Studies or Jaffa Education or

 I possess a bachelor's degree in either Jaffa Studies or Jaffa Education AND a master's 
degree in Military Science or Religious Studies or

 The equivalent. If you are applying for equivalency, please attach the Master's Degree 
Discipline Equivalency form contained in the application packet.

Desirable Qualifications
1. Summarize your background in Jaffa Studies and related fields (attach a copy of your 

transcripts and military campaign logs).

Jaffa Studies & Related Fields
Undergraduate Training

(Semester units)
Graduate Training
(Semester Units)

Stomping

Marching

Kreeing Things

Shooting Things

Groveling

Military Science

Astrogation

Looking Menacing

Kitty Petting/Kitty Feeding

Venerating Miss Kitty

Others (e.g. ceramics, teaching, computers, DDR)
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2. List your teaching experience, from basic Jaffa skills through advanced synchronized 
stomping (include part-time, assistant teaching, etc.)

Courses # Times (Sem/Qtr) Type: PT/FT/TA Institution(s)

Introductory 
Menacing/Basic Jaffa 
Skills/Pre-Stomping

Elementary through 
Advance Stomping

Elementary 
Kreeing/Intermediate 
Kreeing

Groveling

Marching Theory/Pre-
Marching

Elementary 
Marching/Intermediate 
Marching/Advanced 
Marching

Shooting Things

Applied Shooting 
Things

Kitty Petting

Kitty Feeding

Kitty Veneration (all 
levels)

3. Given that Jaffa Community College does not currently own any land, it is likely that you 
will be involved in several military operations to acquire sufficient land and other resources 
to construct it. What strategies will you use to make sure the Jaffa of m_cat are successful 
in these campaigns?

4. Given that the student body will be academically, demographically, and planetarily diverse, 
what will you do to build a good learning community in the classroom?

5. Describe your experience with or ideas about using technology in the classroom. Also, 
describe your knowledge of and experience with patching the firmware on staff-weapons; 
death gliders; and computers, including familiarity with the Internet, programming, and 
making them explode when they disobey your god, Miss Kitty.

6. Given an example of how your personal teaching style has been, or might be, modified to 
reflect student feedback, personal insight, current research, evaluation(s), or the demands 
of your god, Miss Kitty.

7. Describe a recent event in which you had a leadership role. Analyze your performance as a 
leader on this project and describe how your skills could bring glory to your department 
and your god, Miss Kitty.


